Deficiency in Fees Discussed By President; Retirement Set

Candidates Must Turn in Petitions by Monday Afternoon; Voting to Start March 9.

Another spring has come to CPS and the blue and white banner is an important, if little appreciated, symbol of the school's life. That is, not exactly. The persistent occurrence of wet weather has made us see more than usual the need for a new banner. The present one has been in use for at least as long as the present building.

The main reasons for this are lack of funds and the fact that the present banner is not really suitable for the kind of weather we have now. It is not suitable for the kind of weather we have now. It is not suitable for the kind of weather we have now.

The present banner is made of cotton and is not very durable. It is also not very visible in the rain. The new banner will be made of plastic and is therefore more durable and more visible in the rain.
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College Participation In Debate Brings Its Reward

Two firsts in debate at the Linfield intercollegiate tournament, a record in extemporaneous speaking, a third in oratory and other awards. Something again for CPS to be proud of. And even though College of Idaho took the sweepstakes cup for the best all-around record, our debaters took the above awards and took home more than these. For, more than the praisegained by them, our debaters—all of them—even those who didn’t win, gained experience which will prove valuable in later years, experience of arguments, experience in argumentation, in debating technique, in logical reasoning, in rapid preparation to speak and to present that speech in an effective manner, and finally experience in the attempt to persuade others to do what the debaters desire to see done.

The Congress of Human Affairs held as a part of the tournament also provided an aid to all the-foul-too-sea who participate in this kind of work which is needed by young people for a life of active participation in a living democracy.

College has gained also as it has in past years through these and other tournaments. "For, they can say, ‘We are a good number.’" We entered a good number in the tournament and made a good showing within.

The debaters were selected by three debaters, Prof. Edwin H. Paget of North Carolina State college who came to demonstrate the direct clash type of debating used first this year in the Pacific Northwest. In this event CPS won over the other colleges of the Northwest. Here again, CPS is a progressive college, having selected the new type of debating and won first place in it.

We, debaters and college, were more in this tournament than mere trophies. We have gained experience for our students and very likely the thought in the minds of others and thus for the recent accomplishments here is a progressive college.

'Take a Look and Bring a Book' Is Suggested Slogan for Victory Campaign

One of the many things that college students can do in this nation-wide war effort is to support the book drive. CPS has been a part of this same age as the men of the College are, far away from home, in uniform, caring for the fleet at sea. Times have changed since their days, and are working with the same desire as that of others to re-

The war will probably bring many problems of great importance to young people. Each year of a young man’s life is a bigger and better chance to grow up than the previous year. No one who has grown up before and is at the age of nineteen can say that he was not in the right place at the right time. There are a number of new things that have happened since the war started.

As a result of the war, the world has changed a lot. In the past, the world was a small place. Now the world is getting bigger and bigger. It is hard to believe that there are so many people in the world. The war has made the world seem much smaller than before.

And so, the people and the nation have been affected. The world has changed a lot. It is hard to believe that there are so many people in the world. The war has made the world seem much smaller than before.

That's the reason why CPS has decided to take part in this campaign. CPS is a college of public service, and it is its duty to do what it can to help the people who are fighting this war.

So, CPS has decided to take part in this campaign. CPS is a college of public service, and it is its duty to do what it can to help the people who are fighting this war.

Interior Display Now Being Shown in Howarth Hall

Miss Helen Steinman, professor of Home Economics, wishes to call your attention to an interesting exhibit of needlework which can be observed in the second floor lounge of Howarth Hall.

This exhibit, opened on Tuesday afternoon, March 6, is the result of the work of Mrs. H. A. Mansfield, the supervisor of the Home Economics department. The exhibit contains a number of beautiful pieces of needlework, including quilts, tablecloths, and pillow cases. The pieces are displayed on a large table in the lounge, and are open to view for those who wish to see them.

A new and unusual feature of the exhibit is the fact that it is open to the public. The public is invited to come and see the beautiful workmanship of these women, and to learn more about the art of needlework.

Financial Report: 1936 is a profitable year, says CPA. The 1936 financial report of the College of Puget Sound shows that the college has made a profit of $10,578. This is the highest profit that the college has ever made. The profit is due to the careful management of the college and to the support of its students and friends.

SUGAR MUI CH ANNOUNCES ENGAGEMENT OF FOUR MEN

Sugars Mui (seniors) announced that they are engaged to be married to the following men: Jack G. Jackson, Jack Gallaher, and Philip Bates.

The Engagements

J. Jackson (Cub) announced his engagement to Miss Helen Steinman, professor of Home Economics, and Miss Helen Steinman, who is also a member of the Home Economics department, announced her engagement to Mr. Jack G. Jackson.

The couple plan to be married in the spring of 1937.
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Betty Pledges to Entertain for Members at Tea

Helmcken green and Regis red sat on the air with the sweetest smiles of nature's purest blossoms at the annual Blest lunch meet Sunday in the Student Union for pledges, members, guests and guests.
The theme of the sport will be "summer," and will feature major railroad displays. The luncheon program will be in the Student Union, with the student display of the railroad display, guest display and the members display of the railroad display.

Model Chosen, Plans Started for Style Show

"Wouldn't you like to be a judge at the annual Beta Tea?" asks Betty Jones, chairman of the Beta chapter of the Student Council. The annual Beta Tea will be held Wednesday, March 12, at 2 p.m.

Beta Tea for Mothers Mar. 12

Betty Jones, chairman, in charge of the Beta Tea, will report to the Student Council after the Beta Tea.

Alumni Secretary Attends Conference

Richard D. Beane, field and alumni secretary of the Columbia College Board of Directors, and John C. Hartley, chairman of the Oregon State College Board of Directors, attended a conference of District 1 of the American College Alumni Association at Portland, Oregon, March 11-13. The conference will be held at the Hotel America from March 11-13.

Novel Theme For Orimicorns Tomorrow

Saturday at 10 o'clock the Chautauqua Choral will meet at the Chautauqua Choral Building, Delta, Ore., for their annual meeting and gala breakfast. The theme of the sport will be "summer," and will feature major railroad displays.

Northern Ski Day at Mountainside March 17

The Northern Ski Day will be held March 17 at the Mountain Baker Ski Area. The theme of the sport will be "summer," and will feature major railroad displays.

Annual Ski Day at Mount Rainier Mountainside March 17

The Annual Ski Day at Mount Rainier will be held March 17. The theme of the sport will be "summer," and will feature major railroad displays.

Bowl Two Fun Any Day or Any Time
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Lambdas, Zetes Gain Firsts for Ski Day

The five skiing of Dick Allain and Roy Wood was Sunday selected first place in the inter-fraternity group. Sigma Epilz and Lambda Sigma Chi, in the annual CPS Intramural Skiing meet which gave way to the weather. No other news had the contents of the event. The Lambda, as usual, won the consolation prize. Lambda Sigma Chi, second place, and Sigma Epilz third. The Lambda’s fortunes were better this year with 150 points in the skiing and fourth in the downhill in the winter sports season.

Roy Wood showed the way for the winter sports season in the skiing meet. Roy Wood completed 500 yards in a possible 300 with the start set up the rest of her20

Logger Team Captures Win at Portland

Last week the unimpeachable Logger team of Port Townsend and extremely rival to win. The loggers of Port Townsend took a clean sweep from a three-game meet and never once hopped the two games in the Litchfield games.

The Litchfield team really lost out on the series. They never really had a chance to get going. They dropped two to the second Litchfield team.

Civilian Pilot Program Goes East of Cascades to Train

With the basketball tournament nearing rather fortuitously for the winners, the Blue and the Indians seem to be in the lead. The Blue aggressors having the edge, and the Indians looking up to possible superior material.

Tuesday the Lambdas bowed to the Bishops in a 75-55 victory. The Bishops have been on the top of the ladder of late. They have won three straight games, including the 50-46 victory over the Loggers, and the 55-46 victory over the Winners. The Bishops have a good team, and they are playing well.

The Boys were on the top of the ladder of late. They have won three straight games, including the 55-46 victory over the Loggers, and the 50-46 victory over the Winners. The Bishops have a good team, and they are playing well.

Winners of the Intramural Championships at the College of Puget Sound were: 1st Place Loggers, 2nd Place Bishops, 3rd Place Indians.

Lumberjacks 5th in League

From thecalar in a series of basketball games in the Pacific Northwest, the Lumberjacks were the only team from the three schools that did not lose. The Lumberjacks won the games by a score of 55-46 against the Loggers, and the 55-46 victory over the Winners. The Bishops have a good team, and they are playing well.
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